Secure Your Future in Cybersecurity
Career Readiness for High-Demand Next Gen Digital Security Professionals

Secure Embedded Systems
Ph.D. Program
Interested in pursuing a career in cybersecurity? Prepare for a high-demand career defending our most sensitive private and public infrastructure against vulnerabilities, compromised data hacks and more. Morgan State University’s new and exclusive doctoral Secure Embedded Systems program will expand your proficiencies through an in-depth exploration of embedded systems technologies.

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Now accepting applications for the Cybersecurity Assurance and Policy (CAP) Center’s Secure Embedded Systems Scholarship (SES²) at Morgan. Limited awards available for applicants pursuing cybersecurity-focused bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees.

Learn More, Apply Today!
MORGAN.EDU/CAP

MSU is a National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Education